Event Name: Texephyr-2019
Purpose of the club: Texephyr is the national level annual technical
fest of MIT-WPU. Texephyr acts as a bridge between Industry and
Students, providing them a platform to interact with each other as
well as student get the insight of the current industry requirements.
Events: Aerolift Championship, Rally Mania, Contraption,
Hydrologics, Designer Pro, Know it All, Fix It, Codestorm, Code-Break,
Technical Treasure Hunt, Algoholics, Query Sense, Roborace,
Technical Knockout, Ideate-Topic Presentation, Line Tracer,
Technodumb, T.E. Project, B.E. Project, Texpress, Rubiks Cube.
History:TEXEPHYR for the past three years has adopted themes based
on the development schemes launched by the Government of India.
Texephyr'15 was based on Swachh Bharat while Texephyr'16
promoted Digital India. Going with the series TEXEPHYR’17 focused
on the theme of Smart City. TEXEPHYR’18 opted the theme of Dr.
A.P.J. Abdul Kalam’s Vision 2020under which we did “Ignite, Innovate
and Inspire” the minds of youth to build a smarter, better future.
Workshops: TEXEPHYR conducts workshop on buzz topics like
Python, Android, Image Processing, IOT, Line Tracer, 3D
Printing,CATiA and Vehicle Overhauling etc.
Detailed Description:
2014 saw a breakthrough with the launch of TEXEPHYR, a
technical festival organized by the students of Maharashtra Institute
of Technology, Pune with the aim of celebrating new technology and
innovation. TEXEPHYR is an amalgamation of two words –
Technology and Zephyr. It signifies the change brought upon by
innovative minds. Texephyr’14 was based on ‘Conquering Horizons’.
Texephyr for the past 4 years has been adopting themes based on
the development schemes launched by the Government of India like

‘Swachh Bharat Abhiyan’ and ‘Digital India’. The most recent
Texephyr’17 focused on the theme of Smart City and Texephyr’18
was based on ‘Dr. A. P. J. Abdul Kalam's Vision 2020’.
After the overwhelming response from TEXEPHYR'18 we are
now gearing up to make TEXEPHYR’19 even a bigger success.
TEXEPHYR’19 aims on getting nationwide participation in an array of
challenging technical and non-technical events.

